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EiuMMARY
An investigationwas made at high subsonic speeds in the Langley
high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel to determine the static aerodynamic
forces and moments on a missile model during simulated launching from
the midsemispan location of a 45° sweptback wing-fuselage-pylon combi-
nation. The results indicated significant variations in all the aero-
dynamic components with chsnges in chordwise location of the missile.
Increasing the angle..gfattack caused increases in the induced effects
on the missile mcdel because of the wing-fuselage-pylon combination.
Increasing the Mach number had little effect on the variations of.the
missile aerdyzmnic characteristicswith angle of attack except %hat
nonlinesritieswere incurred at smaller singlesof attack for the higher
Mach numbers. The effects of finite wing thiclmess on the missile
characteristics, at zero angle of attack, increase with increasing Mach
number. The effectaof the pylon on the missile characteristicswere
to cause increases in the rolling-moment variation with angle of attack
and a negative displacement of the pitchin&-moment curves at zero sngle
of attack. The effects of skewing the missile in the lateral direction
relative to and sideslipping the missile with the wing-fuselage--pylon
combination were to cause additional increments in side force at zero
angle of attack. For the missile yawing moments the effects of.changes
in skew or sideslip angles were qualitatively as would be ~ected from
consideration of the isolated missile characteristics, although there
existed differences in the yawing-moment magnitudes.
INTRODUCTION
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is conducting irrves-
tigations to determine the nature and origin of the mutual interference
2effects experienced by various combinations of wing-fuselage models and
externally camied aerial missiles. Previous investigations (refs. 1
to 5) have shown the existence of these generally objectionable effects,
and references 1 and 2 have shown that they are prhmrily due, at low
speed, to the nonuniform flow field generated in the vicinity of the
airplane. The severity of these induced effects on the force and moment
characteristics of a canard missile model, at high subsonic speeds, haa
been reported in reference 6.
—
The purpose of the present paper is to present the results of an
experimental investigationmade at high subsonic speeds to determine the
static aerodynamic forces and moments on a missile model during simulated
launching from the midsemispan location ofa 45° sweptback wing-fuselage
combination. The effects of skewing the missile relative to and side-
slipping the missile with the wing-fuselage-pylon cmnbination smd the
effects of removing the pylon are includei-for several chordwise loca-
tions. In order to expedite publication of these data, only a limited
analysis is presented.
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missile normal-force coefficient, Normal force
q% –
Pitchingmissile pitching-moment coefficient, mcxoent
@’m?m
missile side-force coefficient, Side force
@m
Yawing moment
missile yawing-moment coefficient,—
@m%l
Rolling moment
missile rolling-mcment coefficient
q%%
ILLftwing-fuselage lift coefficient, —
qsA
free-stream dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft
free-stresm velocity, ft/sec
exposed missile wing area of two ptiels, 0.0167 sq ft
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~A wing mea, 2.25 sq ft
% span of missile -, 0.256 f-t
b span of wing-fuselage canbination, ft
c local wing chord of airplane model, ft
% mean aerodynamic chord of
zA mesm aerodynamic chord of
CP chord of pylon, in.
exposed missile wing
airpbme wing, 0.822
3
area, 0.114 ft
ft
x chordtise distante from leading edge of local wing chord to
missile center of gravi~ (positive rearwsrd), ft
Y spsmwise distance from fuselage center line to missile center
line (positive to right), ft
z vertical distance fran wing chord plane to missile center
line (positive up), ft
1~ unsupported length of missile support sting (fig. l), ft
a angle of
PA angle of
attack relative to free-stresm direction, deg
sides13p relative to free-stresm direction, deg
‘h angle of lateral skew of missile relative to fuselage center
line, deg
M Mach number
Subscripts:
A airplane model
m missile model
MODELS AND APPARATUS
The wing of the wing-fuselage combination (fig. 1)
vehicle had a quarter-chord sweepback of 45°, an sspect
used as the test
ratio of 4.0,
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a taper ratio of 0.3, and NACA 65Ao06 airfoil sections parallel to the
l
fuselage center line. The fuselage (with ordinates given in table 1)
consisted of an ogival nose section, a cylindrical center section, and #
a truncated tail cone. The missile model used in this investigation .L
employed an inline cruciform arrsmgement of.its wing and tail, with a
.
fuselage that consisted of an ogival nose and cylindrical aftersection,
and is shown in figures 1 and 2 as part of the test setup. Details of
the missile model are shown in figure 3. The pylon used in this inves-
tigation had an el~ptic nose section, a flat center section, and a
straight tapered trailing edge. The ordinates of the pylon are given
in table II.
The missile was internally instrumentedwith a five-component strain-
gage balance and was supported from the reer of the wing-fuselage combi-
nation by a sting that was adjustable in the longitudinal, lateral, and
vertical planes. The support sting also had a pivot that allowed the
missile to be skewed relative to the airplane mcxlel. The missile center
line was located at the mitiemispan station of the wing-fuselage combi-
nation end was translated through a range of chordwi.selocations. For
several of the chordwise locations the pylon was ?xmmved.
—
TESTS s–
The tests were made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel k
at Mach numbers of 0.60, 0.80, 0.90, and 0.94 with the corresponding
Reynolds number varying from 3.3 X 106 to 3.8x 106 per foot of a typical
dimension. The variation of average Reynolds number with test Mach num-
ber is presented in figure 4. All tests were made through an angle-of-
attack range which was restricted by the load limit of we strain-gage
balance and, therefore, varied with the loading mesmred for each Mach
number and location of the missile. The tests were made with the missile
mcdel under the left wing of the wing-fuselage combination, and the
directions of positive angles and forces and mments are as shown in
figure 5. The missile model was skewed &o relative to the unsideslipped
airplane for one series of tests, and in another series of tests the
complete configuration (airplane-missileconfiguration)was sideslipped
+J” relative to the free-streem direction.
CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY
Blocking corrections applied to Mach number and dynamic pressure
were determ&d by the method of reference 7. Jet-bo&dary c&recti?ms . ‘
applied to the angle of attack were calculate~by the method of refer-
ence 8. v
.-
. , ... l-i
,.
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Corrections have been applied to the missile
account for the deflection of both the main sti~
angle of attack
used to support
5
to
the
entire wing-fuselage-missile configuration snd tfiemissile sumort stim
andbal.anc~ (figs.-l and 2). me &riation of the corrected ‘&le of –
attack of the wing-fuselage ccxnbinationwith reference angle of attack
due to the main-support-sting deflection when under load and due to jet-
boundary considerations is presented in figure 6. The variation in
missile angle of attack due to the deflection of the missile sting and
balance cmnbination is presented in figure 7, and a list of the missile
sting lengths for the various chordwise locations investigated is pre-
sented in table III. Because of the flexibility characteristics of the
missile sting and balance combination, the missile angle of attack is
slightly different from the singleof attack of the wing-fuselage ccanbi-
nation and, hence, there is some degree of incidence between the two.
A study of the deflection characteristics of the two sting-support syst~
indicated that the maximum angle of incidence existing between the missile
and the wing-fuselage combination was approximately 1.9. The magnitude
of the angle of incidence may be determined for any chordwise location
from the data presented in figure 7 and table III along with the aero-
dynamic force and moment data of the missile.
No corrections have been applial to the missile skew angle or to
the vertical or lateral locations due to the deflections of the missile
sting snd balsnce. A calibration of these deflections has been tie
and the results are presented in figure 7.
A study of the missile-model strain-gage-balance calibrations and
general repeatability of the test data indicated that the accuracy levels
of the various force smd moment coefficients are approximately as follows:
Component Accuracy
% to.05
% *.05
C-Y *.(35
Cn 2.05
CL t.ol
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
h snalyzing the force and manent characteristics of the missile
mcdel it should be kept in mind that the missile was located beneath
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the left ting of the wing-fuselage-pylon ctibination and that the posi- r
tive direction of angles and forces and tncnnentsare as shown in figure 5. ‘=
The aerodynamic characteristicsof the isolated missile model and
l
the effects of a support used to restrain the skew-angle pivot incorpo-
rated in the missile sting (fig. 1) on the isolated missile character-
—
istics are presented in figure 8. Although breakdown_tests of the
isolated missile were not obtained in the present investigation, this
informationmay be obtained from reference”9. The aerodynamic character-
istics of the missile model when in the proximity of the ~ng-fuselsge-
pylon combination, at zero sideslip, are presented as .afunction of
angle of attack for a number of Mach numbers and longitudinal locations
—
in figure -9. The aerodynamic forces andmmnents of the missile model
when in the proximity of the wing-fuselage combinatio~ (pylon removed),
at zero sideslip, are presented in figure lo. The aerodynamic character-
istics of the missile when skewed t4° relative to and eideslipped +k”
with the wing-fuselage-pylon combination are presented in figures 11
to 13. The lift characteristics of the isolated wing-fuselage combina-
tion are presented in figure lh for orientation. -. .--.
The results of tare tests made in the clear tunnel (wing-fuselage
ccaibinationrmoved) to evaluate the interference effects of the lateral
sting support (fig. 1) upon the isolated missile aero@smic character- l
istics indicated that these interference effects were ‘negligiblefor the
most resrward position of the.missile (correspondingto x/c = 0.50).
The interference effects of the lateral sti~ support upon the wing- T
fuselage flow fields and their corresponding effects upon themissil.e
characteristicshave not been specifically determined. It is presumed,
however, that, since the lateral sting support had negligible effect
.-
upon the missile aerdynsmic characteristicsin the clear tunnel, it
would have even smaller effect when in the presence of~the wing-fuselage
combination inasmuch as it would experience-k smaller effective angle
of attack because of the downwash induced by the wing fuselage.
The effects of a support used to restrain the skew angle pivot
incorporated in the missile sting (fig. 1) are seen fhm figure 8 to
have little effect on the missile normal force m-d pitching moments
except at the higher Mach numbers where some nonlinearity is incurred
in the slopes of the pitching-moment curves through zero angle of attack.
The effects of the support on the raaining components were negligible.
‘I!heffects of varying the chordwise loZation of the missile rela-
tlve to the leading edge of the local wing chord when the missile was
in the proxhity of the wing-fuselage-pylon-combination(fig. 9) were
to cause significant variations in all of the aeroQnmmic components. ‘-
For the most extreme chordwise location tested (x/c = -1.11 in d
fig. 9(~)), the missile forces and moments are the least affected by “-
..—
the presence of the wing-fuseLage-pyloncombination although they are
v
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still influenced by its presence, since the force and moment levels
have not returned to their free-stresm values (fig. 8). This is con-
* sistent with the low-speed observations reported in reference 3 where
the missile-mcdel forces snd mcments did not tend to their free-stream
levels until the mciielwas translated 1.5 wing chord lengths ahead of
the leading edge of the local wing chord.
ficreasing the angle of attack (fig. 9) causes increases in the
induced effects on the missile because of the wing-fuselage-pylon ccxnbi-
nation. This can be explained from references 1, 2, and 9 as being due
to the ticresse in wing circulation strength which results in increases
and expansions of’the downwash and sideh amgulsrity fields in con-
~unctiontith changes in the nonuniform dynsmic-pressure field.
Increasing the Mach number (fig. 9) had, in general, little effect
on the variations of the missile aerodynamic characteristicswith angle
of attack, except that nonlinesrities were incurred at smaller angles
of attack for the higher Mach numbers. The flow-disturbance effects
due to finite wing thiclmess increase with increasing Mach number m
evidenced by the displacement of the missile force and mcmaentcurves at
zero angle of attack (fig. 9). This result is in accord with theoretical
predictions of the effects of Mach nwnber on the flow-field character-
b istics at zero lift (ref. 10).
The effect of the pylon on the missile forces and moments is seen,d from a cmnparison of figures 9 smd 10, to occ~ primarily in the rolling
and pitching mmnents for the more resrward missile locations (figs. 9(b),
9(d), 10(a), and 10(b)) in that the rolling-mcment variations with angle
of attack are increased considerably and the pitching moments at zero
angle of attack are increased negatively. As the missile is moved for-
ward (figs. 9(g) and 1O(C)), the effects of the pylon are negligible.
At all the chordwise positions investigated, the pylon had negligible
effect on the remaining force and moment components which is consistent
with the observations of the low-speed investigation reported in refer-
ence 3. In reference 3, surprise was expressed at the lack of pylon
effect on the missile side forces and yas.?ingmoments. Caution was,
therefore, advised in utillzing the low-speed information at higher
speeds since it had been established by reference 11 that the pylon was ‘
capable of lsrge induction effects on the side-force variations with
sngle of attack for unfinned external stores. The results of the present
investigation thus appes.rto relax, throughout the Mach number rmge
tested, the caution mentioned in reference 3, since it must be presumed
that the position of the missile wings snd fins relative to the pylon
must blanket, or otherwise csmcel, the lateral-flow effects due to the
wing. (See ref. 10.)
.
The effects of skewing the missile relative to the wing-fuselage-
pylon combination (figs. U(a) and (b), 12(a) and (b), ad 13(a) and (b))
9
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and the effects of sideslipping the complete configuration (wing-
fuselage-pylo~-missilecombination in figs. 11(C) and (d), W(C) fmd
(d), and 13(c) and (d)) were, in general, qualitativelys~lsr with
the most significant changes occurring in the missile side force and
yawing moments. The most noteworthy effect on the side-force character-
istics appears in the incremental changes at zero angle of attack with...
changes in the skew and sideslip angles with these increments being
approximately the same as would be expected from consideration of the
isolated missile characteristics (fig. 8, with the pro&r siq changes).
For the yawing maments, the effects of varying the skew or sideslip
angles sre, in general, qualitatively as would be expected from consid-
eration of the isolated missile characteristics (fig. .8 with the proper
changes in the nondimensionalizingparsmeter~ and signs~ in that for a
given chordwise location and singleof attack a negative value of the
skew or sideslip angle produces a negative increment In the yawing moment
and a positive value of the angle produces a positive increment. The
magnitude of the yating-mcment increments wtth the skew or sideslip
angles is not, however, generally the ssme as indicated by the isolated
missile aerodynamic characteristics. Z!hisis presumed due to the non-
uniform flow comiitions generated by the wing-fuselsge combination.
.
9—
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of en experimental investigation
speeds to determine the siatic aerodynamic forces
.-
, .-
mtie”-athigh subsonic L
and ticnnentson a mis-
sile model during simulated launching from t“hemldsanispan location of
a 45° sweptback wing-fuselage cmnbination indicate significant variations
in all of the aerodynamic cmponents with changes in chordwise location
of the missile. Increasing the angle of attack caused .ticreasesin the —
induced effects on the missile model because of the wing-fuselage-pylon
combination. Increasing the Mach tiumberhad little effect on the vari-
ation with angle of attack of the missile aerodynamic characteristics,
except that nonlinearitieswere incurred at smaller a@es of attack
for the higher Mach numbers. The effects of~inite wiiigthickness on
the missile aerodynamic characteristics,at zero singleof attack, increase
with increasing Mach number. The effects of the pylon on the missile
characteristicswere to cause increases in the rolling-moment vsriation
with agle of attack and a negative displacement of the-pitching-moment
curves at zero angle of attack.
The effects of skewing the missile relative to and sideslipping the
missile with the wing-~selage-pylon combinationwere @ cause addit~onal
increments in side force at zero angle of attack. For the missile yawing
2Z
m
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moments, the effects of changes in skew or sideslip angles were qualita-
tively aa would be expected frti consideration of the isolated missile
characteristics,although there existed diff=ences in the yawing-moment
magnitudes.
Lmgley Aeronautical IAoratory,
. National Advisory CcmmtLtteefor Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., Sept=ber 18, 1956.
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TABLE I.- FUSEIAGX ORDINAW
Ordinates, in.
Station Radius
o 0
2.00
.33
4.00 1.00
6.00 1.44
8.00 1.80
10.00 2.07
12.00 2.30
14.00 2.,.2
16.00 2.,.7
17.50 2.50
41..27 2.50
43.27 2.,.2
45.27 2.35
47.27 2.23
48.3o 2.lh
54.72 1.65-
.
—
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TABLE II.- PYION ORDINATES
T.E. radius
.
9
.
•!
Ordinates, percent chord
x *
o 0
1.45
;:: 2.00
15.0 2.90
20.0 3.00
75.0 3.00
Straight taper
100.0
I
o
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TABLE III.- MISSILE STING IZllWTHS
NAM RM L56J05
Missile center-of-gravity Unsupport* sting
location, length, lB/5A
x/c (b)
(a) 1.91
0.50 1.24
.29 1.44
.13 1.58
-.10 1.79
-.25 1.01
-.44 1.08
-.58 1.31
-.74 1.35
-1.11 1.69
aIsolated missile.
%or the missile center-of-gratity locations
x/c = -0.25 tO X/C = -1.11, the missile sting was
clamped to the pylon of the wing-fuselsge-pylon
combination.
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Figure 1.- Three-view drawing of ving-fbelege combination with mis ,sile
mcdel Installed. KU. dtinsions are ti inches except where noted.
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Figure 2.- Photograph
L-90313
of typical test setup. (Photographic tiverted
for orientation.)
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Figure 3.. Drawing of missile model. AU I.ineer dhnensions are In tithes. c1
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Figure 4.- Vsxiation of aversge
M
Reynolds ninnberwith ~est Mach number.
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Figure 13.- Effect of sid.eslipon the missile aerodynamic forces and
moments in the presence of the wing-fuselage-pylon combination at
vsrious Mach numbers. z/c = -0.16; X/C = -0.58.
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